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52 Reading for Comprehension

Who made the first jeans?

In 1849, gold was found in
California. People rushed west
to look for it and get rich. But
one man followed for another
reason. His name was Levi
Strauss. He hoped to get rich
by selling things to the gold
miners.

Levi took his sewing
machine with him to the 
West. He also took lots of
heavy cloth. Levi planned to
make tents for the miners. But
the miners needed something
else even more. Their pants were worn out from hunting
for gold. The miners needed strong new pants.

Levi went straight to work. He made lots and lots of
pants for the miners. The miners loved them. Levi had
bought his cloth from a city in Europe. The city’s name
was Genoa. But the miners couldn’t say this word. They
said “jean” instead. Soon the miners were calling the
pants jeans.

Not many gold miners got rich. But Levi certainly did.
Today almost everyone has heard of Levi Strauss. And
almost everybody in the world wears jeans.

1

2

3

4
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Reading for Comprehension 53

Circle the right answer for questions 1–5. Write your 
answer to question 6 on a blank piece of paper.

1. Levi Strauss _____ things to make money.
A painted C bought
B planted D sewed

2. Which word in paragraph 1 means “why someone did
something”?
A reason C found
B miners D rich

3. The story tells mostly about the _____ that Levi made.
A money C pants
B shirts D tents

4. Which paragraph tells what city Levi got his cloth from?
A 1 C 3
B 2 D 4

5. You can guess from the story that people have heard of Levi
Strauss because _____.
A a city in Europe is named after him
B his brand of jeans is still in stores
C mining is still popular
D he got rich from gold

6. Look at a pair of blue jeans. How do you think they’re like the
jeans that were made in the 1800s? How are they different?
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